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Insider
Weird Weather

Classroom Connections: Language Arts: understanding informational text; 
Science: environment, weather, understanding Earth and space systems;  
Media Literacy

OWL’s November Insider looks at strange and fascinating weather phenomena. 
Before you read the article, ask students to share their knowledge and experiences 
of weird weather events. Then read the text and make a list of weather terminology, 
such as derecho, blizzard, and supercell. Find more strange and extreme weather terms 
online and define them as a class.

Then read the short interview with storm chaser George Kourounis. Short 
interviews are a good way to showcase clear, succinct writing. Ask students to 
examine the interview questions and think about why they were chosen.

Discussion Prompts:
• How does the short interview capture what George does for a living?
• If this were a longer interview, what would you want to ask?
• What do the photos add to the interview?
• How does the interview add to your understanding of the larger “Weird 
   Weather” article?

Follow-up Activities:
• Watch weather in action. Find YouTube videos to bring the weather events you 
  read about to life. Or watch a clip from this NOVA video of storm researchers 
  flying over thunderstorms in search of red sprites: https://bit.ly/32HxjwO
• Discuss the value of weather research. Is there a difference between chasing 
  storms and conducting weather research? Give reasons for your position.
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Picture This!
Field of Lights

Have students look at this month’s Picture This photo. Prompt them to answer 
questions such as the following:

• Describe what you see in the photo.

• How does this image make you feel? Why?

• Does it remind you of anything?

• Why do you think the artist created this image? How do you think he did it?

• What title would you give this piece?

• What is an art installation?

Follow-up Activities:
• Go online to see more photos of Bruce Munro’s installations. Which ones are  
   your favourites? Why? Write a caption to go with one of the images.
• Print out a different image (one students haven’t seen) and cut it into six or  
  seven pieces. Give each one to a student and ask them to describe what they 
  see in their piece. Put the pieces back together. What do the comments about 
  the pieces tell you about the photo as a whole?

Classroom Connections: Visual Art; Language Arts; Media Literacy
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Incredible
Wild Island

After reading the article about Sable Island, ask students to summarize five 
fascinating facts in their own words. This literacy strategy is meant to help 
students focus on the main ideas of the text, extract key elements, and write 
them in their own words. As a follow-up activity, students can research Sable 
Island and write another fact. 

      Lay of the Land Horsey Heaven
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Incredible
Wild Island

         Half-Moon Hazard            The Graveyard of the Atlantic

   Grey Seal Nursery Bonus Fact

Classroom Connections: Language Arts: understanding informational 
text; Science: environment, conservation, animals, plants, biodiversity, 
habitats; Social Studies: geography, Canadian heritage


